
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

CHURCHILL DOWNS SELECTIONS 
 by JOHN M. GAVER III 

thesteampicks.com 
 

2021 Fall  Meet 
Day 8: Thursday, November 11, 2021 
Post Time: 1:00 P.M. (Eastern) 

 

2021 Fall Meet Record:  
 71-19-13-13: 27% W, 63% ITM

BEST BET: (#1A-POE) Palace Coup (9th race) — 5-1 M.L.  
LIVE LONGSHOT: (#5) Making Progress (3rd race) — 5-1 M.L. 
*Note: Selections below are made in order, f irst through fourth* 
 

RACE ONE  
(#6) FREER: Improved in dirt return for a $30,000 tag in last outing; has a big-time “off” track pedigree 
(#2) AMAZING ROCKET: Has a past board finish on a sloppy racetrack—drops in class for a hot outfit 
(#7) ROULETTE: The class drop is significant, has upside in third start of form cycle; bred to handle slop 
(#3) WINDCRACKER: The time off agreed with him; has license to move forward in third start off layoff 
SELECTIONS: 6-2-7-3 
 

RACE TWO  
(#3) KEWPIE DOLL: Beat open $40,000 types off the claim by open lengths in last start; spotted to win 
(#5) BLOSSOM ROAD: On the drop, is a perfect two-for-two on dirt at Churchill—bred to handle slop 
(#6) WELL SPENT: One-paced fourth in first start off claim for Cano, but creeps down the ladder today 
(#1) LICHITA: A tick cheap, but makes first start off claim for a barn that is winning at a 43% clip at meet 
SELECTIONS: 3-5-6-1 
 

RACE THREE 
(#5) MAKING PROGRESS: Has never been off board on an “off” track; capable of winning effort fresh  
(#7) HOSTILE PRINCESS: Bay is heading in the right direction off the layoff for West—value on tote? 
(#8) CHA CHA MISSION: Catches soft field on the rise in first start off the claim; sloppy track x-factor 
(#6) LA CHAPEAU: Broke slowly and never picked up the bit in career debut; drops in class, gets Lasix 
SELECTIONS: 5-7-8-6 
 

RACE FOUR  
(#1) ABROGATE: Is a stakes winner sprinting, stakes-placed in the slop; has speed, the rail and Santana 
(#5) SOMEONE SAID SO: 2nd to a nice filly in Carribean Caper in penultimate start—unproven in slop 
(#2) PRODIGY DOLL: Like synthetic-to-dirt play, late rider switch to Rosario noted; is vulnerable in slop 
(#4) SHELLBY: Broke maiden in main track debut on the drop—she steps up to face winners in this spot 
SELECTIONS: 1-5-2-4 
 

RACE FIVE  
(#2) SONNYNEEDSMONEY: Gray plummets in class for Maker; the route-to-sprint angle is appealing 
(#10) PURITY: Fleet-of-foot fellow improved sans Lasix last time, drops in class for high-percentage barn 
(#8) DAWSON SPRINGS: Continues class descent for Kenneally; is bred top, bottom to relish the slop 
(#1) REDRIGHTRETURNING: Two-pronged class drop is right on the money—turf-to-dirt & turns back 
SELECTIONS: 2-10-8-1 
 

RACE SIX  
(#3) PRINCESS LEA: Second behind a next-out winner off a layoff in last start in the slop—much tighter 
(#1) STREET MISSY: Improved since stretching out to a mile and a sixteenth; she runs for Sophie Doyle 
(#5) FITS THE JILL: Bay filly is cut out to be a dirt router, gets blinkers; late jock change to Joel Rosario 
(#2) WILD EMPRESS: Stalked the pace and retreated in two-turn dirt route race out of the box; tighter 
SELECTIONS: 3-1-5-2 



 
RACE SEVEN  
(#5) GUNNER PAUL: One-turn mile setup will be in wheelhouse; late jock change to Brian Hernandez 
(#6) JAY VEE BEE: Gray is very consistent—in money in 10-of-13 starts lifetime; is capable off a layoff 
(#3) AMANI’S EAGLE: Shows up for a tag for the first time for Asmussen; second start off the sidelines  
(#4) PERFECT CUT: Draw a line through last start on the grass—he gets back on the main track today 
SELECTIONS: 5-6-3-4 
 

RACE EIGHT  
(#6) BEVERLY PARK: Has retained sharp form while moving up in class, steps up again here; won last 7 
(#8) EDGE TO EDGE: Bay has never been off the board going 5.5-furlongs on main track—is tractable 
(#5) JACK VAN BERG: Handles an off track and likes Churchill Downs; placed in 7-of-11 starts in 2021 
(#2) ROCKSTAR RO: 3.5 lengths off Edge to Edge when last seen on the dirt—salty jock/trainer combo 
SELECTIONS: 6-8-5-2 
 
RACE NINE  
(#1A-POE) PALACE COUP: Graduated in slop by open lengths; tough beat vs. open $50K foes in last 
(#9) HOMBRAZO: In the money in four-of-five dirt starts under the Twin Spires; an 8.5-furlong trip suits 
(#7) AMONGST FRIENDS: Broke maiden by 20 ¾ lengths in slop; second in first crack against winners 
(#4) TIZ RYE TIME: Outfit hits at a 25% strike rate off of the claim, but the bay is zero-for-eight in 2021 
SELECTIONS: 1A(Part of Entry)-9-7-4 
 
 
LATE PICK 5 TICKET  
Races 5-9 / Churchill Downs, Thursday, November 11, 2021 
50-cent play=$60—Post time: 3:03 P.M. (Eastern) 
Race 5: (#1) Redrightreturning (#2) Sonnyneedsmoney (#4) Keino (#8) Dawson Springs (#10) Purity—5 
Race 6: (#1) Street Missy (#3) Princess Lea—2 
Race 7: (#3) Amani’s Eagle (#4) Perfect Cut (#5) Gunner Paul (#6) Jay Vee Bee—4 
Race 8: (#5) Jack Van Berg (#6) Beverly Park (#8) Edge to Edge—3 
Race 9: (#1A-POE) Palace Coup—1 
  
 
 
 


